A sample from hundreds of photos by Muguette Goufrani taken in Nigeria during and following the ATA Cultural and Ecotourism Symposium, November 2006.

CALABAR AREA - Left side (1) Devils Elbow - a winding stretch of road that leads to the Obudu Ranch. (2) Swinging bridge at Nature walk at Obudu Ranch. (3) Helipad at Obudu near President’s residence. (4) Swimming pool area at the lower gondola station. (5) Gondola from main Calabar highway and a local airstrip to the Obudu Ranch.

ABUJA CITY - Right Side (1-4) Everyone - visitors, citizens and participants enjoy Abuja Carnival - a spectacular, rollicking week of fun and festivities in the nation’s beautiful capital city. This annual event in November is called, “The mother of all carnivals.”
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